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Abstract 
One of the responsibilities of educators is to meet the needs of all students. 
Since these needs vary according to the student, the opportunities afforded to 
each student must also be varied. Gifted/talented students need special 
educational opportunities; otherwise, they may not reach their potential. 
This study developed a plan to meet the needs of gifted/talented students in a 
small rural setting. This study encompassed a comprehensive plan for 
differentiated education in grades K-12 involving the six fundamental learning 
areas for Windsor Community Unit School District Windsor, Illinois. This 
comprehensive plan includes a needs assessment, a philosophy statement, an 
identification process, and a program design. The needs assessment gathered 
information from teachers, administrators, parents, and school board members 
as to their expectations of a gifted program. The plan for developing a 
philosophy statement, and identification process, and program designed was 
established. After working through the needs assessment and the process for 
developing each of the other components, a philosophy statement, an 
identification process, and a program design were adopted. Recommendations 
were made concerning further development of curriculum, teacher in-service, 
and an evaluation process. 
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Overview of the Problem 
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One of the responsibilities of educators is to meet the needs of all 
students. Since these needs vary according to the student, the opportunities 
afforded to each student must also be varied. Gifted/talented students need 
special educational opportunities; otherwise, they may not reach their 
potential. This study offers a plan to meet the needs of gifted/talented 
students. 
Statement of the Pro.ject Goa 1 
The purpose of this project was to write a comprehensive plan for 
differentiated education in grades K-12 involving the six fundamental learning 
areas for Windsor Community Unit #1. This comprehensive plan includes a needs 
assessment, a philosophy statement, an ldentlflcatlon process, and a program 
design. 
Background and Significance of the Field Experience 
The purpose of this field experience was to develop a comprehensive plan 
which complies with Paragraph 122 14A-3.1 of the Illinois School Code. The 
section of the School Code states: 
Comprehensive gifted and talented education. The State Board 
of Education shall require, by the year 1988-89 school year, that 
each school district shall develop a plan, pursuant to the rules 
and regulations developed by the State Board of Education, which 
provides or makes available for all gifted and talented pupils 
appropriate programs which encompass all grade levels and 
fundamental areas of learning. Implementation of the plans, or 
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components thereof as determined by The State Board of Education 
and local school districts, shall begin during the 1991-1992 
school year and shall be based upon the level of funding provided 
under Section 14A-5 of The School Code. <Sec 227.12> 
The comprehensive plan derived from this study provides for more 
continuity In the process of educating the gifted child in the small 
rural setting at Windsor Community Unit #1 in Shelby County, Windsor, 
Illlnols. This fleld experience represents a plan that could be 
adopted and modified to meet the needs of other small rural school 
districts in procedures for conducting a needs assessment, for adopting 
a philosophy of education, for establishing an effective Identification 
process, and determining a program design. 
Specific Pro.iect Ob.iectives 
The specific objectives of this study were as follows: 
1. To conduct a needs assessment for gifted education in Windsor. 
2. To write a philosophy statement for the Gifted Education 
Program in Windsor. 
3. To establish an identification process for the Gifted 
Education Program in Windsor. 
4. To write a comprehensive program design for educating the 
gifted child in Windsor. 
Operational Def lnltions 
Acceleration. An administrative practice that enables students to 
progress through basic content at a more rapid rate than ls 
normally planned. It includes such practices as grade-skipping, 
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honors classes, advance placement, correspondence courses and 
early admission. 
Cluster. An administrative practice that enables students to be 
grouped according ability. 
Cognitive ability. The ability to use application, analysis, 
synthesis, and evaluation of a vast quantity of experiences of the 
environment and an understanding of those experiences. 
Differentiated cyrriculum. Curriculum that plans for different 
instruction and instructional outcomes for gifted children. 
Enrichment. Addition of disciplines or areas of learning not 
normally found in the regular classroom or extending upon the 
level of material found in the classroom. 
Gifted. Students who give evidence of high performance 
capabilities in any of the six fundamental learning areas. 
Six fyndamental learning areas. Language arts, math, 
biological/physical science, social studies, fine arts, and 
physical development. 
8ssymptlons 
Because of limited local resources this study was based on the 
following assumptions: 
1. The program would have to be implemented with the staff 
currently employed in the district. 
2. Funding would be limited and very little new money would be 
available. 
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Del imitations 
1. The possibilities of full time gifted Instructors were not 
addressed. 
2. The possibility of larger funds for the Gifted Education 
Program was not considered. 
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Chapter II 
Rationale, Review of Literature, and Research 
Rationale 
Based upon the research that has been done, a need for a gifted 
education program exists in school systems. Schools can no longer take 
the attitude that the gifted children need no special provisions. The 
myth that the gifted child learns under any circumstances should no 
longer exist. 
A gifted program ls as essential to a school system as any other 
program. Clark's C1983> rationale for a gifted program includes: 
1. Giftedness arises from an interactive process that involves 
challenges from the environment stimulating and bringing forth 
innate capabilities and processes. 
2. Jefferson once said, "There is nothing more unequal than equal 
treatment of unequal people." We would not ask children who are 
not yet advanced to the normative level to work there, limiting 
their growth by creating a situation where they cannot gain 
understanding or advance educationally. Neither should we ask 
advanced students to bide their time and limit their growth by 
working at a normative level. Each person has the right to learn 
and to be supplied opportunities and challenges for learning at 
the most appropriate level where growth proceeds most efficiently. 
3. When human beings are limited and restricted in their 
development, when they are not allowed to move, or to reach 
beyond, they often become bored, frustrated, and angry. 
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4. The term 11 elitism11 seems to be used in referring to gifted 
programs. If one uses the meaning for elitism, 0 a group chosen 
because of some special skill or ability, which, if fostered, 
cou Id become tru 1 y outstanding, 11 then a gifted program shou 1 d be 
existing as much as an athletic program. Curiously, adequate 
programs for the gifted result not in the type of snobbishness 
feared, but in improved social relations and better attitudes of 
the gifted toward themselves and others <Gallagher, 1966). 
5. Gifted youngsters very soon discover that their ideas and 
interests are different from their age-mates. They usually enter 
school having already developed many of their basic skills. A 
colleague once said, "Intellectually, they need someone to play 
chess with, while emotionally they need someone with whom they can 
climb trees. 11 
6. When the needs of the gifted are considered and the 
educational program is designed to meet their needs, these 
students make significant gains in achievement, and their sense of 
cbmpetence and well-being return. 
7. Contributions to society In areas of human endeavor come In 
overweighing proportions from this population of individuals (p. 
85). 
Review of Literature: Needs Assessment 
Before establishing any program In a school system, a needs 
assessment should be established. Kaufman and English <1976> define a 
needs assessment as "a series of empirical steps to define organization 
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purposes and/or bring valid and compatible means for their realization" 
(p. 7). 
Borland C1989) states that conducting a needs assessment can be an 
extensive, time consuming process, or it can be a more informal 
undertaking of shorter duration. In a small dlstrlct it ls probably not 
necessary to utilize an extensive survey, questionnaire, interviews, or 
round upon round of meetings. Existing channels of communication can be 
used, and one can take advantage of the small district communication 
channels. 
Regardless of how Informal the needs assessment, there are certain 
facts and basic Information that should be gathered. It ls necessary to 
know what special abilities are currently being addressed by the regular 
core curriculum. This will help to establish a definition for what will 
be Included In the definition of a gifted student. It will also help to 
look at the needs that are already being met, as well as the students' 
needs that must be met. If the needs of these students are being met, 
it is not necessary to change the program. One should instead look for 
students whose needs are being ignored, those who are left over when 
students who are well served by the core curriculum are subtracted from 
all of those with a strong claim to giftedness. If one looks at the 
existing curriculum offerings, one should see which gifted 
characteristics are being stressed, and which are being slighted. 
CBorland,1989) 
The small school district will not be able to meet the needs of all 
gifted students without some outside help. Barclay (1974) reminds us 
that a needs assessment should also look at what extracurricular and 
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community-based programs exist to meet the needs of the gifted students. 
If a community college ls near and addressing needs for some of the 
students, the school needs to be aware of these opportunities so as to 
direct the gifted/talented students in that direction. If a strong 4-H 
program exists, students with special talents should be directed toward 
these activities. This does not say that clubs or special programs can 
take the place of school curriculum to help these students. What ls 
meant ls that, Jacking an ideal situation in which plausibly gifted 
students could receive services, one must seek to learn whatever one can 
about existing services so that limited resources can be distributed as 
fairly as possible. 
Borland C1989> tells us with the limited resources of a small 
district, it ls necessary to use Information found in existing records 
as much as possible. For the needs assessment one ls not necessarily 
looking at -individual information. Instead, one ls looking at data for 
the overall school population. One might want to look at IQ scores for 
a given school. This would help in defining the target population. 
Observation of pronounced peaks and valleys on subtests on achievement 
scores can also be very revealing. A high mean score could indicate 
that there are few students with high ability in that subtest whose 
needs are not being met. 
Teachers' and administrators' anecdotal comments are also of 
potential use here. Existing data can be used to search for patterns 
that could lead to unfair representation in a program for gifted. This 
would be extremely helpful to determine whether the underachieving 
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gifted students are being served. It would also be helpful to see lf the 
needs of both sexes are being met. 
In any needs assessment a district must look at what attitudes 
toward gifted students are held by the teachers, administrators, 
parents, and students. Kaufman and English (1976) stress the need to 
involve "the partners of education: the learner, the implementers and 
the society <or communlty> 11 (p. 20-21) ln the process of needs 
assessment. This will help to form educational partners. These 
partners can be a great asset for information, mentors, helping to 
foster better communication, and to give knowledge as to how the 
community will accept or reject a gifted program. 
Looking at what certain groups <teachers, parents and 
administrators> believe other groups think and feel about programs for 
the gifted should also be explored. If there appears to be opposition 
from any group, this must be addressed. Sometimes there really ls not 
opposition; one group may Just perceive that another group is in 
opposition. Sometimes sharing of the data gathered can eliminate a 
problem. 
Every group will have an opinion of what the focus of the program 
for the gifted should be. There are always several choices as to the 
focus of the program. It ls necessary to look at the target population 
and to look at the needs assessment to match the program focus with 
material secured In the needs assessment. 
Looking at the geographical and demographics of the dlstrlct will 
be necessary to avoid problems with the gifted program. If students are 
scattered over a large area, the district will not want to bus gifted 
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students to a central location. If space ls not available, a pullout 
program cannot be planned. If students ln a certain grade level are 
academically low, students from that grade level mlght not be included. 
The socioeconomic status of the student and ethnicity are also important 
to the development of a program. 
In the needs assessment one must address the space availability and 
the facilities. Although a program does not have to be tailored to what 
ls available at the present, no program should be established knowing 
that it ls impossible to get the equipment or have the gpace for the 
program. The most well developed program on paper means nothing if it 
cannot be put into practice. 
How do the educational partners feel about various program formats? 
Do people feel students leave the room too much already for other 
classes? Fairness to all of those affected by the program, as well as 
support to make the program effective are imperative. 
Is the issue of elitism a maJor concern? Marland (1972>, Newland 
(1976>, and Tannenbaum <1983; see egpeclally his "Blll of Rights for 
Gifted," (p. 462-466) have argued persuasively that it ls the absence, 
not the presence of special programs for the gifted that constitutes an 
inJustlce. A program In a small school that takes on elitism can be 
doomed from the start. It ls insufflclent to dismiss fears of elitism 
as unfounded or benighted. This ls a valid concern, a potential pitfall 
for programs for the gifted, and something that should be avoided In the 
program being planned. 
Looking at the staff to see who might be qualified to teach the 
program is necessary. The teacher or teachers are very important to the 
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gifted program. Including teachers from the beginning should help to 
establish a better program. If the program ls not perceived by the 
faculty to be important, the program will probably not succeed. 
Training of the people working with the gifted program ls a very 
necessary component. 
Finally, in a needs assessment lt ls necessary to look at the 
strengths, weaknesses, or special characteristics of the school or 
school district. Each school district ls unique. Thus, in order to 
tailor a program for each school district, it ls necessary to look at 
all aspects of the school in terms of resources, abllltles, limitations, 
and dangers that exist. It is necessary to use these data that have 
been gathered to plan a successful program. 
Review of Literature: Philosophy 
The f lrst question that must be approached ls who are the gifted. 
Terman (1925> stated that gifted students are the two percent that score 
highest on a test of intelligence. Some equate gifted with 
creative/productive accomplishments and speak of the necessary set of 
characteristics that define them <Renzulli, 1978>. Congress used a 
broader definition ln P.L. 97-35, the Education Consolidation and 
Improvement Act passed by Congress in 1981. Congress described a 
gifted/talented student as follows: 
Gifted/talented students are now called "children who give evidence 
of high performance capabilities in such areas as intellectual, 
creative, artistic, leadership capacities or speclf lc academic f lelds, 
and who require services not ordinarily provided by the school in order 
to develop such capablllties. 11 (Sec. 582) 
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Darwin <1859) first began to research the individual differences 
of human beings to write his Origin of the Species over 130 years ago. 
Gaitan <1869) pursued the lnheritabillty Issue to the exclusion of 
environmental effects, and he established the fixed intelligence theory 
that sometimes ls still used today. During the mld 1800 1 s gifted 
students were stereotyped by society as frail children, ill at ease In 
social situations, lost in a world of books and lofty thoughts. No 
level-headed parent would want such a child. A parent should not try to 
help this child develop these potentials. Instead they should try to 
help them conform to society and society 1 s expectations <Terman, 1925). 
It was during this time that Terman at Stanford University, began his 
work with 1500 students with an average age of 11 years and IQs over 
140. Terman was able to dispel many of these myths. Terman was able to 
show that children could be highly intelligent and still be acceptable 
to society. He showed that developing their potentials did not make 
them unacceptable. 
Gesell <1940), a man who made many valuable contributions to our 
understanding of children, became Instrumental In solidifying 
misconceptions about how children grow and develop. He saw maturation 
and learning as separate processes; maturation was controlled by 
heredity, and learning was controlled by the environmental conditions. 
Maturation was thought to lead necessarily to learning. 
During the time nonintervention was the normal response to gifted 
children, Montessori did some highly successful work; however, her work 
was not Incorporated Into public schools until many years later. 
Researchers and practitioners in education and psychology risked 
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professional reputations to share findings that were ln direct conflict 
with the fixed intelligence theory. 
The challenge against fixed intelligence reached significant 
proportions In the 1960s. Piaget <1952) influenced educational theory 
and practice to an unprecedented degree. He acted In a most 
unsclentif lc manner choosing only three subjects and having no control 
group. His subjects were his own children. However, he described so 
clearly and in such detail what he observed that his evidence enabled 
him to evolve some principles of growth and development. These were 
later verified by a multitude of studies. He felt that children passed 
through developmental stages with no tlmelines given. These timelines 
were Influenced by both the genetic endowment and the quality of the 
environment. Bloom (1964) found that the early developmental years were 
extremely Important. They could result In changes of IQ scores. This 
caused the educational conununity to focus more on the early years of 
development. 
Hunt <1961> felt that children with a match of ability and 
environmental culture could be expected to achieve substantially higher 
adult levels of Intellectual capacities. Students with a high ability 
needed assistance in their environment to develop more capabilities. He 
felt that if this was not nurtured, It did not develop to Its full 
potential. He disagreed with the statement that gifted students do not 
need special educational opportunities. Hunt felt that they need to be 
challenged, encouraged, and needed to receive help to develop their 
talents. Based upon the research that has been done, a need for a 
gifted education program exists in school systems. Schools can no 
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longer take the attitude that the gifted children need no special 
provisions. The myth that the gifted child will learn under any 
circumstances should no longer exist. 
The Interactive theory of Intelligence seems best to describe the 
data that are available. This theory states that both the ablllty and 
the environment affect the intelligence of an Individual. Therefore, 
when establishing a gifted identification process, this theory must be 
taken Into account. Not all gifted students will be "teacher pleasers.n 
These children wi 11 be as varied as "normal 11 children. 
A gifted and/or talented person demonstrates or has the potential 
for excellence in some field of constructive human endeavor. Giftedness 
consists of an interaction among three basic clusters of human 
traits--above average general abilities, high level of task commitment 
and high levels of creativity. Gifted and talented children are those 
possessing or capable of developing this composite of traits and 
applying them to any potentially valuable area of human performance. 
Children who manifest, or who are capable of developing, an interaction 
among the three clusters require a wide variety of educational 
opportunities and services that are not ordinarily provided through 
regular instructional programs <Renzulli, 1981). 
Review of the Literature: Identification 
After establishing that a gifted program ls necessary, the next 
step would be to identify the gifted children. The identification 
process ls a complicated process. Research shows that some of the best 
screening methods for gifted children are: 
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1. Nomination forms--from teachers, principal, counselors, 
psychologist and others 
2. Teacher reports of student abl1ities--inte11ectual, 
physical, social and emotional 
3. Family history and background--including historical 
developmental data, health histories, description of family unit, 
anecdotes of the student behavior that shows unusual capacity and 
early development, family activities and Interests, out-of-school 
activities and interests 
4. Peer identifications 
5. Student lnventory--of self, values, interest and 
attitudes to school and out-of-school activities 
6. Student work or achievements 
7. Multldlmenslonal screening tests 
Many different processes should be used ln ldentlfylng gifted 
students to enable all gifted students to be Included ln the program. 
Gifted students are not always alike. Good identification programs 
should include several sources. Teacher identification ls not always 
the most successful method of identifying gifted students. Pegento and 
Birch (1959) in their study done at the Junior high level found that 
teachers identified only 45 percent of the children in their classes who 
were cognitively gifted. Only 26 percent of these students scored high 
enough to qualify. This seems to exist even more at the lower grades. 
According to Jacobs (1971>, the effectiveness of teacher identification 
drops to 10 percent in the kindergarten level. Teachers, however, can 
be trained to be more effective In Identifying gifted students. Gear 
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<1978) and Borland <1978) showed that teachers could Improve their 
efflclency ln choosing cognitively gifted children when given a list of 
specific behaviors to rate. Parents could identify 76 percent of the 
gifted children in the kindergarten classroom (Jacobs, 1971). Peers 
were also able to identify potential gifted students <Gold, 1965). 
Some devices that seem to have been successful for districts are: 
The Bella Kranz Multidimensional Screening Device <1978>; The Baldwin 
Matrix <Baldwin 1980); and the scale developed by Renzulli and Hartman 
(1971). Perrone and Male <1981) have developed the GIFTS Talent 
Identlflcatlon Procedures, which consist of one or more behavior rating 
sheets plus scoring and interpretation materials. In this procedure, 
children are rated only in areas of talent that the teachers have an 
opportunity to observe. Hagen (1980) feels that it must be kept In mind 
that standardized tests for individual adminlstratlon that are most 
useful in identifying potentlally gifted are those that appraise 
scholastic aptitude of general cognitive development, such as~ 
Revised Stanford-Binet Test of Intelligence and Wechsler Intelligence 
Scales for Children--Revised. Two other tests suggested for inclusion 
in the identification process are the Cognitive Ability Test and The 
Differential Aptltyde Test. When testing for a specific academic 
ability, the use of such tests as The Iowa Test of Basic Skills or the 
Standford Achievement Test have been suggested. If testing for 
creativity, the names that seem to appear are Guilford's Creativity Test 
for Children, Torance's and Khatena's Creativity Perception Inventory 
and William's Creativity Assessment. Testing for cognitive giftedness 
does not seem to predict giftedness in visual and performing arts . 
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Academic success and general level of cognitive skills should have no 
relationship with those chosen to be gifted In these areas <Rubenzer, 
1979; Hagen , 1980) . 
Review of Literature: Program Design 
After students have been identified, it becomes necessary to 
establish a program design for the gifted students. There are many 
different program designs that can be used in gifted education. Borland 
<1981) and Clark <1981> both suggest that there are nine different types 
of program designs that may be used in gifted education; any of these or 
combination of these types could be utilized. 
The regular classroom is the first type of setting. Whitmore 
<1980) comments, 11 It seems 1 ikely that future research could prove that 
the regular classroom ls the most restrictive environment for the gifted 
chlld ... Thls flndlng will be more probable If teachers are not helped to 
become more able to effectively individualize instruction (p.75). 11 The 
Richardson Study <Cox, 1985) found that while 63 percent of the school 
districts in the country that had programs for the gifted reported using 
this approach wholly or in part, only 25 percent of these met the 
minimal criteria required for the program to be judged 11 substantial. 11 A 
regular classroom is defined here as meaning any plan for the education 
of the gifted students that maintains heterogeneous grouping on a 
full-time basis and makes the regular classroom teacher solely 
responsible for providing special services. If heterogeneous grouping 
of students ls used in these classrooms, it usually ls not an effective 
way of working with gifted student. If this method ls used, It is 
usually an indicator that <1> no alternative placements are available, 
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or <2> this particular child is in need of very little differentiation 
of instruction, which ls in contrast to the majority of the gifted 
students. Borland (1989> feels that provisions within the regular 
classroom may have considerable appeal for those worried about elitism, 
labeling, and other real issues. This is the only format that 
completely eschews the necessity of even partial homogeneous grouping. 
It might be preferable to sacrifice some of the gifted students' 
achievement in order for other students to gain the opportunity to 
associate daily with the gifted students in their classroom. 
The second type of setting is the regular classroom program with 
pullout. The advantages of this type of program are that students may 
have the opportunity to work at their levels of ability and In areas of 
interest to them. They would also be able to interact with other gifted 
students for at least part of their school time. Upon leaving the 
regular program, the student may experience a seminar, a resource room, 
a special class, a field trip, or other unique learning situations. The 
disadvantages appear to be that the major part of the school week ls 
still not spent In an appropriate learning experience. Often, gifted 
students are asked to do the regular classroom work missed when pulled 
out, besides the special class work. Also, the special class has little 
time for meeting all needs of the gifted children; teachers may resent 
interruptions of their program and other students in the regular 
classroom may envy and isolate the gifted child because of the special 
class. Teachers in pullout programs must establish good working 
relations with the regular class teachers if this plan ls to benefit the 
gifted learner. 
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The third type of program design is the regular classroom with 
cluster and pullout. The same advantages and disadvantages are seen as 
above except for the additional advantage of having the possibility of 
more Interaction with gifted peers and better follow-through with the 
gifted program. 
Individualized classroom instruction can be used with gifted 
students. Assessments are used to determine the curriculum and 
materials for each student. The classroom is decentralized and gives 
access to many types of learning. In most cases these classrooms are 
ungraded, with students from several age levels. Learning centers are 
often found in these classrooms. The advantages of these types of 
classrooms for gifted education are that students are more likely to 
work at their own pace and the learning experience is continuous. The 
disadvantages are that there are usually only one or two gifted 
students, and they may feel Isolated and have no one to share their 
Ideas with. This type of classroom also needs a highly competent 
teacher, or It becomes unstructured or only partially individualized. 
The teacher may not have enough resources available to maintain a gifted 
learner and several other students. 
The fifth type of classroom ls an lndlvlduallzed classroom with 
cluster. The same advantages and disadvantages exist as with the 
Individualized classroom without the disadvantage of Isolation of being 
the only gifted learner. 
The sixth type of classroom ls the individualized classroom with 
cluster and with pullout. It has the same advantages and disadvantages 
as the Individual classroom with cluster. The chances for more 
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available resources to both the gifted learner and teacher do exist, 
however. If this type of program ls used, the other students should not 
feel mistreated because every child is being treated as an individual. 
The gifted can meet their needs without envy from others. Such a 
program has continuity and allows each student's needs to be met all 
through the week. 
The seventh type of program design that can be used is to use 
special class with some integrated classes. This is especially 
appropriate In the intermediate and secondary schools that organize by 
subject. The advantages are that programs and environments can be 
designed to meet gifted needs. By moving into integrated classes for 
subjects that stress talent instead of giftedness, the students can 
learn to appreciate other students for their abilities. The mildly and 
moderately gifted would find this helpful. The disadvantage ls that 
this type of class needs a specially trained teacher, or it can be Just 
as inhibiting as no program. Often these classes are only different in 
the populations attending them and in the added quality of assignments. 
It ls important to individualize this setting, for the gifted are 
different from each other. Although gifted students are not highly 
advanced in every discipline, many secondary schools use tracking across 
all areas. 
The eighth type of classroom situation ls a special class. It has 
the same advantages and disadvantages as the seventh type of classroom 
that has been discussed. In the special class, gifted students can be 
challenged to their full potential in every area. They are stimulated 
and not tempted to hide their gifts to be accepted. 
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The final type of program design ls the special school. This type 
of program ls used most often for highly gifted or talented students. 
The same type of advantages and disadvantages are found as in the 
special class, however, in a more lntenslf ied form. 
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Chapter III 
Design of the Study 
Qeneral Design 
As a prelude to writing this plan, four employees of Windsor 
Community Unit #1 in Shelby County, Windsor, Illinois were sent to a 
three day in-service program conducted by Educational Service Center 
#15. Susan Winebrenner presented an overview of gifted education and 
gave suggestions of ways to meet the Illinois mandates for the Gifted 
Education Comprehensive Plan. The employees that were asked to go were 
an elementary teacher, a junior high teacher, a senior high teacher, and 
the principal who is also the gifted coordinator for the district. This 
team of four then brainstormed Ideas on how to accomplish the task of 
writing the mandated comprehensive gifted plan and having it be 
beneficial •. 
It was decided that It was essential that everyone be aware of what 
was happening. It was felt that the more people involved, the better 
chance the finished product would be something that would be used. The 
committee of four decided that the people that need information fell 
into four maJor groups--teachers, administrators, board of education, 
and parents. A general meeting was held with the teachers, 
administrators, board of education members, and members of the gifted 
parents' advisory board. At the first general meeting, a discussion was 
held regarding what needed to be done and ideas for accomplishing those 
needs. Also discussed at this meeting was the limitation of staff and 
money in building a comprehensive program for gifted education. At each 
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of the general meetings the committee of four asked for volunteers to 
help reach the goal. 
After the general meetings were held, the committee Increased from 
the original four members to twelve members. The committee then 
consisted of a first grade teacher, a third grade teacher, a fifth grade 
teacher,a sixth grade teacher, two junior high teachers, two high school 
teachers, the gifted coordinator, two board members, and two parents 
from the advisory board. This committee met and decided there were four 
prlorltles: 
1. A needs assessment 
2. A philosophy statement 
3. An identification process 
4. A program design 
Procedure for Conc:Jucting the Needs Assessment 
The committee met and discussed how it wanted to conduct the needs 
assessment. Brainstorming was done on different methods that could be 
utilized. The committee felt that the needs assessment should answer 
the following questions: 
1. What is already in place to serve the needs of gifted students 
in the community and in the school system? 
2. What should be Included In a gifted program? 
3. What concerns do you have in educating the gifted student? 
4. What has the school system been doing right in programming for 
gifted students? 
5. What do we need to do better? 
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It was decided that the method which would be most effective would 
be a questionnaire asking for input on these questions <see Appendix 
A >. It was stated in the questionnaire that respondents' answers 
should address the school district's efforts as well as the community's 
efforts to serve talented students. Questionnaires were sent out to all 
44 teachers in the district, all seven board members, both 
administrators, and to the local newspaper for publication. The 
committee asked that the questionnaires be returned to them by October 
1, 1989. The committee then sought additional information by writing 
surrounding schools to find out what types of programming were being 
used in their districts. The committee also consulted the Educational 
Service Center #15 off ice to find out different types of programs that 
were being used successfully in other districts. A search was conducted 
of different programs in the surrounding areas that could be used 
outside of school hours. Committee members contacted the Shelby County 
Extension Office, Lakeland College, and Eastern Illinois University to 
determine what programs were available to supplement what was being done 
by Windsor ••• <i.e., summer programs, 4-H programs, public speaking 
contest, etc.>. 
Proceciure for Developing a Philosophy Statement 
As a result of the needs assessment, the committee had input as to 
what different groups felt were concerns toward gifted education. This 
information from each group resulted in two lists being developed. One 
was a list of Items that people felt should be included In the gifted 
program, and the other was a list of the items that people did not feel 
should be part of a gifted program. These lists were sent to the 
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different groups involved--parents, teachers, board members, and 
admlnlstrators <see Appendix B>. The committee's llst was dlvlded so 
the committee could tell each groups' wishes; however, the list sent to 
each of the four groups was categorized only as to what was wanted and 
what was not wanted. The committee looked at several different 
philosophy statements that had been written by others and compared the 
philosophy statements with the wishes of those groups represented in the 
Windsor System. After a great deal of brainstorming and revisions, the 
committee wrote a philosophy statement. This statement was presented to 
board members at a regular board meeting; to teachers at a regular 
teachers' meeting; to parents through the advisory board; and given to 
the administrator not involved in the program. Each group made 
suggestions to the committee for further revisions. The committee 
refined the philosophy statement. The philosophy statement was sent to 
the board of education for final approval. 
Procedure for Developing the Identification Process· 
The identification process for gifted/talented students is perhaps 
one of the most complicated and controversial parts of the program. 
Having worked with the identification process in the Windsor school 
district for the past twenty years, this researcher has seen many 
changes take place. The Windsor School District has gone through a 
period of time where strict IQ cutoffs were observed. This seemed to be 
an especially difficult period of tlme. One test does not always give a 
true representation of a student's ability to perform. In order to do 
an adequate job of evaluating a student's potential for success, lt ls 
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necessary to gather various types of information and to make 
identification based on all available data. 
What seemingly ls a straightforward act of placing children in 
appropriate educational settings can result in anxiety and even 
hostility. Parents, teachers, and children often do not see these 
matters in straightforward terms. At Windsor the committee did not want 
the identification process to make winners and losers out of students. 
They did not want the program to be an elite program. The attempt would 
be made to make the program as revolving as possible, and to allow 
students who would like to attempt some of the activities to 
participate. The committee realized that the state would only 
appropriate money for a certain percentage of students. Additional 
children were expected to be serviced. Therefore, it was necessary to 
watch the structure of the program as well as the identification 
process. 
The committee felt that a definition of gifted education was needed 
before an identification process could be established. This would help 
with the Identification process and also the program design. The 
committee looked at several different definitions that had been written 
by others and compared the definitions with the wishes of those groups 
represented in the Windsor System. After a great deal of brainstorming 
and revisions, the committee wrote a definition. This definition was 
presented to board members at a regular board meeting; to teachers at a 
regular teachers/ meeting; to parents through the advisory board; and 
given to the administrator not involved in the program. Each group made 
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suggestions to the committee for further revisions. The committee 
refined the definition. 
Viewing the identification as a process of placement rather than 
labeling renders the problem merely difficult instead of nearly 
impossible. A student could be nominated for the candidates/ pool in 
several different ways--by parents/ nominations, teachers/ nominations, 
peers/ nominations, academic testing, and school achievement. 
Procedures for Developing a Program Design 
The committee felt that the program design should look at the 
things that were in place, the things that people in the needs 
assessment felt needed to be in place, and the type of students that 
were going to be identified. Knowing that resources and space were both 
limited, Windsor needed to have a regular classroom with cluster and 
pullout. It was necessary to design or modify a program that would flt 
these needs. The committee reviewed many different program designs. The 
committee came up with a program design it felt best matched the needs 
of the Windsor students and presented a general introduction to all the 
four groups involved <the teachers, the board of education, the 
administrators, the parents/ advisory board>. 
The program that was selected could not be accomplished without 
planning. The committee felt it would be necessary to develop a five 
year plan for implementing the program. The five year plan was 
developed in the same manner as the philosophy statement and definition. 
After a great deal of brainstorming and revisions, the committee 
selected a five year plan. This plan was presented to board members at 
a regular board meeting; to teachers at a regular teachers/ meeting; to 
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parents through the advisory board; and given to the administrator not 
involved in the program. Each group made suggestions to the committee 
for further revisions. The committee refined the plan. The plan was 
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This chapter provides the results of this study. Four sections are 
contained which include results of the needs assessment, the philosophy 
statement, the identification process, and the program design. 
Results of the Needs Assessment 
Questionnaires were returned by 33 out of 44 teachers C75%>. Seven 
out of seven board members (100%) replied. Two out of two 
administrators C100%) sent back questionnaires. As a result of the 
newspaper publication, 56 parents responded. The comnittee then 
developed a list of what each group wanted and what each group did not 
want. 
The committee developed a list of what the teachers wanted and 
what the teachers did not want. These lists were discussed and the 
following areas were those that the teachers wanted: 
1. They felt the program should be an enrichment program rather 
than an accelerated program in most instances. 
2. They wanted a program that did not require an extreme amount of 
additional teacher time. 
3. They wanted to help students reach their potential. 
4. They wanted students to enjoy their classrooms. 
Teachers did not want the following things in the program: 
1. They did not want more interruptions in the regular school 
day. 
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2. They did not want sole responsibility for the gifted students. 
3. They did not want to spend an extreme amount of time on the 
program. 
4. They did not want elitism. 
5. They did not want more paperwork. 
The committee received information from the two 
administrators. The administrators wanted the following things in 
the program: 
1. They wanted everyone In the district to have an 
understanding of what would be taking place. 
2. They wanted the cost of the program to be manageable. 
The administrators did not want the following: 
1. They did not want the plans to exceed the $2500 per year 
allotted by the state for gifted education. 
2. They did not want parents complaining of advantage being 
given to some students and not to other students. 
As a result of the needs assessment, the committee found the 
parents wanted the following: 
1. They wanted the program to encourage their children to 
reach the highest potential. 
2. They wanted their children to be accepted by other 
children. 
3. They wanted children to be doing meaningful activities. 
Parents did not want the following things in the program: 
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1. They did not want their children grading other students' 
papers or helpJng other students Just because they got thelr 
work done. 
2. They did not want their student missing class and being 
responsible for gifted classroom work as well as work they 
had missed In regular class. 
3. They did not want their children bored. 
The results of the needs assessment, by the Windsor Board of 
Education revealed that the board members wanted the following: 
1. They wanted to provide the best possible education for 
all of the students. 
2. They did want students to stay in school and have high 
achievement. 
The Windsor Board of Education members did not want the 
following: 
1. They did not want a great deal of money spent on Just 
gifted children. 
2. They did not want problems with the identification 
process. 
3. They did not want teachers unhappy with the program. 
The needs assessment also found there were several things in 
the school system and the community or surrounding area that were 
already in place to help meet the needs of these students. The 
following ls a list of those opportunities: 
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1. There were athletic teams within the school, and 
athletes had access to other athletics such as football and 
soccer ln nearby communities. 
2. Fine arts activities such as art lessons, music lessons, 
dance lessons were being offered in this community and also 
surrounding communities. 
3. Several of the teachers were using open ended 
activities, critical thinking activities, centers, and 
additional enrichment activities in the classroom, 
especially in the elementary school. 
4. Advanced math and language classes were being offered at 
the junior high. 
5. Advanced classes were being offered at the high school 
in language, math, science. 
6. Students at both junior high and senior high were 
participating in scholastic bowl competitions and ecology 
activities. The ecology activities were being sponsored by 
Lake Shelbyville Army Corps of Engineers. 
7. There were strong 4-H programs that were meeting some of 
the needs of the gifted students. 
8. Lakeland College and Eastern Illinois University both 
had Summer College Activities for students. 
Philosophy Statement 
Various philosophy statements were from other districts and 
from experts in the field were examined. The committee wanted the 
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philosophy statement to take into consideration the following 
areas: 
1. Recognition and development of individual differences 
should be the purpose of a special educational program for 
the gifted/talented by providing differentiated educational 
experiences for those who have the capacity for excellence. 
2. Task cormnitment, above average ability, and creativity 
are all areas that must be considered when students are 
expected to achieve to their fullest potential. 
3. Programs for the recognition and development of 
excellence within each of the six fundamental areas should 
be limited only by the very real constraints of time and 
resources. 
This resulted In the following statement of philosophy as approved 
by the board of education: 
The educational philosophy of the Windsor schools recognizes 
that every person has a unique contribution to make to 
society. Thus, It ls the purpose of the general educational 
program to discover the particular f lelds In which one might 
best succeed and to provide an opportunity for that success. 
In keeping with such a policy of recognition and development 
of individual differences it should be the purpose of a 
special educational program for the gifted/talented to 
provide differentiated educational experiences for those who 
have the capacity for excellence. Excellence rather than 
being arbitrarily limited to some percentage of the 
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population ls assumed to be displayed in varying degrees in 
various areas by all people. Programs for the recognition 
and development of excellence within each of these areas 
should be limited only by the very real constraints of time 
and resources. 
Identification Process 
The following statement of definition has been adopted for 
use in the development of a program for educating the 
gifted/talented in the Windsor schools: 
A gifted/talented person demonstrates or has the potential 
for excellence in some field of constructive human endeavor. 
Giftedness consists of an interaction among three basic 
clusters of human tralts--above average general abilities, 
high level of task commitment and high levels of creativity. 
Gifted and talented children are those possessing or capable 
of developing this composite of traits and applying them to 
any potentially valuable area of human performance. 
The identification process should have more than one 
component. The identification process should not be limited to a 
certain percentage of students. Renzuli Revolving Door 
Identif icatlon Model was studied and many parts of the Windsor/s 
identification process were adopted from this model. The reason 
was that it met the needs the committee felt needed to be met. It 
allowed for a greater percentage of students to be identified. 
Several components could be looked at in Identifying students. A 
committee could make the decision as to who would be In the talent 
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pool. Everyone would have an opportunity to be considered for the 
talent pool. 
At the beginning of the screening process, one must deal with 
the entire student body of the school district. This will be done 
at the building levels. It ls not feasible to administer 
individual tests to every child in the school district. 
Therefore, the fall testing will be used. Students who score 110 
or above on the cognitive test will be considered for the 
candidates1 pool. Students who score above the 90 percentile rank 
in any major area of the achievement test will also be considered 
for the candidates1 pool. Since each student is administered a 
California Achievement Test, and all students in grades 2-12 are 
administered the Cognitive Test, this would be Windsor 1 s first 
reference point. These students1 names would be placed on a list 
and sent to the teachers in the building. 
If a teacher has another student that he/she would like to 
include on the list, the teacher would be asked to fill out a 
nomination form <see Appendix C> and a teacher observation form. 
<see Appendix D> Teachers will return these forms to the gifted 
coordinator. A file folder will be established for each child 
nominated, and all appropriate materials will be placed in the 
file folder. 
Students can also nominate themselves. The nomination form 
for self-nomination <see Appendix E> will be turned in to the 
gifted coordinator. The gifted coordinator will then gather 
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appropriate materials on this student. These materials will be 
placed in a student 1 s file folder. 
If parents wish to nominate a student, the parents are asked 
to fill out a nomination form <see Appendix F). The nomination 
form is then turned in to the gifted coordinator. The gifted 
coordinator then establishes a file for the child and the 
appropriate materials are placed in the file. 
After a student has been nominated by any of the above 
methods, three teachers who have had the children are asked to 
fill out the Scales for Rating the Behavior Characteristics of 
Superior Students <see Appendix G). This is placed In the child1 s 
folder along with other pertinent information that can be found on 
the student in school records. At Windsor, the gifted coordinator 
and a team of four other teachers look at the results of all of 
the information which has been gathered, evaluate the data, and 
either place the child In the talent pool or not place the child 
in the talent pool. A summative form <see Appendix H) ls filled 
out on each student that has been evaluated. The teachers then 
receive a list of talent pool students and help see that their 
needs are met. 
Students in the f lne arts and physical development areas 
would be evaluated by the fine arts staff and physical development 
staff. These Identifications would be a little different. They 
would do a student biography, present a portfolio of 
accomplishments, and have recommendations from the teachers in 
their specific field. 
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froqraro Design 
The committee felt that the school and community had many 
actlvltles In place for gifted students. However, It was felt 
that additions could be made. After studying many different types 
of program designs, the committee felt most comfortable trying to 
adopt Renzulli's Enrichment Model. This program would be an 
individual classroom wlth clustering and pullout. The committee 
realized that making changes in programs would take a great deal 
of time. It was felt that it would be necessary to develop a flve 
year plan for implementing Renzulli's Enrichment Model. 
Renzulli's Enrichment Model provided for three different types of 
enrichment activities. These activities would include Type I 
Enrichment. Renzulli (1985> describes Type I Enrichment as 
consisting of general exploratory activities that are designed to 
expose students to topics, events, books, people, etc. not 
ordinarily covered In the regular curriculum. Type II Enrichment 
consists of methods, materials and instructional techniques that 
are concerned with the development of thinking and feeling 
processes. Type III Enrichment is the mainstay of programs for 
advanced ability students and would consist of activities in which 
students become actual Investigators of real problems or topics by 
using appropriate methods of inquiry. 
The first year of the five year plan would be spent doing the 
following: 
1. Providing In-service and literature on the program for 
all administrators in the district. 
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2. Providing in-service for all Instructional staff on the 
def inltlon, ldentif lcatlon system, programming model and 
thelr responslblllty ln the program. 
3. Organizing enrichment teams In each building <perhaps 
using members of the planning committee to 11 chalr 11 the 
teams>. 
4. Begin the process of identifying talent pool members at 
the appropriate grade levels and start providing services to 
the pilot grade levels. 
5. Evaluate what has occurred and present the evaluation to 
the Board of Education at the end of the year. 
The second year of the five year plan would be spent doing the 
fol lowing: 
1. Continue the preceding year's activities, including 
ongoing identification of talent pool members, in-service 
and staff development, services to talent pool students 
<Type I and II Enrichment on a regular basis, using 
compacting and ability grouping to "revolve into" Type III>. 
2. Consider when and how to expand program depending on 
available staff and resources. 
3. Develop a community/faculty resource pool and plan a 
beginning Scope and Sequence for Type II Enrichment. 
4. Develop a handbook for the program that can be sent to 
teachers, administrators. boards of education, and perhaps a 
separate handbook for parents. 
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5. Organize a Type III Fair to display Type III activities 
to parents, teachers, community members, and other students. 
The third through fifth year of the five year plan would be spent 
doing the fol lowing: 
1. The expansion of Type I opportunities by: 
a. Scheduling bi-monthly building wide Type 
enrichment activity meetings. 
b. Organizing a district wide system for arranging Type 
I speakers, type II minicourses and Type III mentors. 
c. Encouraging classroom teachers to make and share 
Interest Development Centers, etc. 
2. The diffusion of Type II techniques into the regular 
classroom by: 
a. Model teaching of Type II skills. 
b. Encouraging classroom teachers to team teach Type 
I I's. 
c. Organizing in-service for classroom teachers In the 
major objectives of Type II. 
3. The expansion of the program into: 
a. The primary grades 
b. The secondary level 
c. A Fine Arts component 
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4. The establishment of communication vehicles: 
a. Creating a schoolwlde newsletter 
b. Starting a district newsletter 
c. Sending home Parent Progress Reports 
Chapter V 
Summary, Findings, and Recommendations 
Summary of Needs Assessment 
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The needs assessment information was used to develop the 
identification process and the program design. When developing 
the identlf icatlon, the committee kept in mind the need for many 
different ways of collecting data and identifying the students. 
Gifted children were not limited to a certain percentage. In the 
philosophy statement, the need that education be differentiated 
based on student needs was addressed. The fact that it took above 
average general abilities, high level of task commitment and high 
levels of creativity was also addressed. A program design that 
would allow the district to continue to use the options that were 
in place and to expand on those options was selected •• 
Sunmary of Philosophy Statement 
The educational philosophy of the Windsor schools recognizes 
that every person has a unique contribution to make to society. 
Thus, the purpose of the general educational program ls to 
discover the particular f lelds ln which one might best succeed and 
to provide an opportunity for that success. In keeping with such 
a policy of recognition and development of individual differences, 
it should be the purpose of a special educational program for the 
gifted/talented to provide differentiated educational experiences 
for those who have the capacity for excellence. Excellence rather 
than being arbitrarily limited to some percentage of the 
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population, was assumed to be displayed In varying degrees In 
various areas by all people. Programs for the recognition and 
development of excellence within each of these areas should be 
limited only by the very real constraints of time and resources. 
Summary of Identification Process 
Cognizant of the preceding philosophical statement, the 
numerous definitions available for adoption or adaptation, and the 
principles upon which a local definition must be based, the 
following statement of definition has been adopted for use in the 
development of a program for educating the gifted/talented in the 
Windsor schools: A gifted/talented person demonstrates or has the 
potential for excellence In some field of constructive human 
endeavor. Giftedness consists of an Interaction among three basic 
clusters of human tralts--above average general abilities, high 
level of task commitment and high levels of creativity. Gifted 
and talented children are those possessing or capable of 
developing this composite of traits and applying them to any 
potentially valuable area of human performance. 
In order to do an adequate job of evaluating a student's 
potential for success, It ls necessary to gather various types of 
information and to make Identification based on all available 
data. What seemingly ls a straightforward act of placing children 
in appropriate educational settings can result in anxiety and even 
hostility. Parents, teachers, and children often do not see these 
matters in straightforward terms. Windsor Community Unit #1 staff 
members did not want the identif lcatlon process to make winners 
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and losers out of students. They did not want their program to be 
an elite program. It was the attempt to make this program as 
revolving as possible and to allow students who would like to 
attempt some of the activities to participate. Although realizing 
that the state would only appropriate money for a certain 
percentage of students, Windsor expected to service additional 
children. Therefore, it was necessary to watch the structure of 
the program as well as the identification process. 
Viewing the identification as a process of placement rather 
than labeling renders the problem merely difficult Instead of 
nearly impossible. Many different processes should be used in 
Identifying gifted students to enable all gifted students to be 
included in the program. Gifted students are not always alike. 
Good identification programs should include several sources. 
Teacher Identification was not always the most successful method 
of Identifying gifted students. 
Many different processes should be used in identifying gifted 
students to enable all gifted students to be included in the 
program. Gifted students are not always alike. Good 
ldentif lcatlon programs should Include several sources. 
It was felt that the identification process should have more 
than one component. The identification process should not be 
limited to a certain percentage of students. Renzuli Revolving 
Door ldentif ication Model was studied and many parts of the 
Windsor's identification process were adopted from this model. 
The reason was that it met the needs the committee felt needed to 
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be met. It allowed for a greater percentage of students to be 
ldentlfled. It allowed for several components to be looked at In 
Identifying students as well as allowing for a committee to make 
the decision as to who would be in the talent pool. Everyone 
would have an opportunity to be considered for the talent pool. 
Summary of Program Design 
The committee felt that the school and community had many 
activities in place for gifted students. However, it was felt 
that additions could be made. After studying many different types 
of program designs, the committee felt most comfortable trying to 
adopt Renzulli/s Enrichment Model. This program would be an 
individual classroom with clustering and pullout. The committee 
realized that making changes in programs required time. It was a 
necessity to develop a five year plan for implementing Renzulli/s 
Enrichment Model. Renzulll/s Enrichment Model provided for three 
different types of enrichment activities. This would allow for 
three type of enrichment activities. These activities would 
include Type I Enrichment. Renzulli (1985> describes Type I 
Enrichment consisting of general exploratory activities that are 
designed to expose students to topics, events, books, people, etc. 
not ordinarily covered in the regular curriculum. Type II 
Enrichment consists of methods, materials and instructional 
techniques that are concerned with the development of thinking and 
feeling processes. Type III Enrichment is the mainstay of the 
program for advanced ability students and consists of activities 
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in which students become actual investigators of real problems or 
topics by using appropriate methods of inquiry. 
Flndlngs 
The needs assessment yielded data from which the remaining 
components of this study were developed <i.e., philosophy 
statement, identification process, and the program design). 
According to the needs assessment the results of what gifted 
programming should be are as follows: 
1. The program should be an enrichment program rather than 
an accelerated program in most instances. 
2. The program should not require an extreme amount of 
additional teacher time. 
3. The program should be one in which students would reach 
their potential. 
4. Students should enjoy their classrooms. 
5. Everyone should understand the program. 
6. Gifted/talented students should be accepted by fellow 
students. 
7. Students should do meaningful activities. 
Results of what gifted programming should not be are as follows: 
1. The students should not be required to do regular 
classroom work if missed as well as gifted work. 
2. The program should not interrupt the regular school day. 
3. The program should not require extreme amounts of time 
to direct program. 
4. The program should not promote elitism. 
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5. The program should not require a great deal of 
paperwork. 
6. The program should not make teachers the sole persons 
responsible for the glfted chlld. 
7. The program should not requlre additional money to be 
spent. 
8. The students should not be used to grade papers or help 
other students. 
9. The students should not be bored. 
10. The identification process should not cause a problem. 
11. The program should not cause problems among teachers. 
Recommendations 
This study provides a framework for implementing a gifted 
education program. However, there are three areas which remain to 
be addressed which are critical to the success of any 
program--curriculum, teacher in-service and program evaluation. 
Windsor's gifted/talented program will have to work in the 
framework of regular classroom with a resource program in the 
elementary grades due to staff, public pressure, finance, and 
space. Cluster grouping will be used as well and the students 
will use an enrichment program primarily. Acceleration will be 
used with students that show a high rate of giftedness in a 
particular area. Students will be grouped homogeneously during a 
portion of the day especially in reading, and math. They will be 
grouped heterogeneously for the remaining school day. In the 
Junior-senior high student wlll be more heterogeneously grouped 
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based on a tacking system. Part of this is due to the small 
number of student enrolled and the staff available to be used. 
Independent studies, mentor, compacting, will be utilized in both 
elementary and Junior-senior high. 
Since enrichment and acceleration will be used in Windsor's 
Gifted/Talented Program, in-service training for teachers must be 
provided and a coordinator employed for the program to see that 
educational opportunities are truly being differentiated. Witters 
and Vasa Cl981> suggest that the essential task in the provision 
of educational opportunities for rural gifted children is the 
selection and training of teachers who work with these students. 
Program changes would not occur without extensive training for 
teachers involved in working with the student. The more training 
teachers receive in the area of gifted education the better they 
will become. at identifying and working with the gifted student. 
Recommendations for addressing the teacher in-service include the 
following 
1. Timelines for each in-service 
2. Topics to be covered 
3. Resources Ctime, money and materials for providlng 
in-service, etc.) 
Evaluatlon of any gifted program ls essential. Any program 
that has being utilized in the educational environmnet should be 
evaluated. Evaluatlons would help strengthen the program. 
Recommendation for developing the evaluation program would 
include: 
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1. An evaluation process should be develop to determine 
that all students who meet the criteria are identified. 
2. The program should be examined each year to see that it 
has met the needs of the students. 
3. Just as the identification process needs to have many 
components, so should the evaluation process. Input should 
be gathered from teachers, administrators, parents, 
students, and school board members. 
The researcher feels that as a result of this study, a 
program for addressing the needs of gifted/talented students is 
possible in a small rural district. By using the guidelines set 
forth in this study and expanding those guidelines with the 
additional recommendations of the study, gifted/talented students 
can be served and can achieve. 
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The gifted committee needs your input. Please respond to the 
following needs assessment. Look at the conrnunity's efforts as 
well as the school district's efforts when answering the following 
questions. Please return this questionnaire to Sharon Keck at 
Windsor Grade School by October 1, 1989. Thank you for your 
cooperation in this matter. 
1. What ls already in place to serve the needs of gifted students 
in the community and In the school system? 
2. What should be included in a gifted program? 
3. What concerns do you have In educating the gifted student? 
4. What has the school system been doing right In programing for 
gifted students? 
5. What do we need to do better? 
Additional Conrnents: 
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Results of what gifted programming should be: 
1. The program should be an enrichment program rather than an 
accelerated program in most instances. 
2. A program that did not require an extreme amount of additional 
teacher time. 
3. A program where students would reach their potential. 
4. Students should enjoy their classrooms. 
5. Everyone should understand the program. 
6. Gifted/talented students should be accepted by fellow 
students. 
7. Students should do meaningful activites. 
8. Students should reach their potential. 
Results of what gifted programming should not be: 
1. Studentd should not be required to do regular classroom work 
if missed as well as gifted work. 
2. Program should not interrupt the regular school day. 
3. Program should not require extreme amounts of time to direct 
program. 
4. The program should not promote elitism. 
5. The program should not require a great deal of paperwork. 
6. The program should not make teachers the sole person 
responsible for the gifted child. 
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7. The program should not require additional money to be spent. 
8. Students should not be used to grade papers or help other 
students. 
9. Student should not be bored. 
10. Identlflcatlon should not cause a problem. 
11. The program should not cause problems among teachers. 
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NOMINATION FORM FOR THE REVOLVING DOOR PRO.GRAM 
1. Student ________________ Teacher_· ____________ _ 
2. Date of Referral ___ School ------------------------
3. Grade----------------- Date of Birth -----------
4. Average Grades for Current School Year 
Language Arts ____ _ 
Social Studies ____ _ 
Arithmetic ______ _ 
Science --------
5. Parent Nomination (Check if appropriate): ___ _ 
6. SRBCSS Scale Total _____ ___:1..:... ------'2=-. _____ -.:::.3·'---------:.:4·'---
7. Why do you think this student should be included in the Talent Pool? (You may wish to list exampl 
projects, creative endeavors, etc.) 
INTERESTS 
Please indicate the areas of interest that the student has displayed in your class this year. If you've nc 
specific topics (interest in dinosaurs, computers, etc.), please note this in the column entitled "Othe 
HIGH AVERAGE LOW HIGH AVERAGE 
Fine Arts/Crafts Music 
Science Drama 
Creative Writing Mathematics 
Social Studies Language Arts 
Psychomotor Other 
CURRICULAR STRENGTH AREAS . . 
Please indicate the curricular areas in which the student has demonstrated proficiency and could r 
considered for curriculum compacting. 
Language Arts Mathematics __ _ 
Science ____ _ Social Science 
Appendix D 
Teacher Observation Scale 
K-3 
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STUDENT'S NAME ----------- CLASS. ____ _ 
COMPOSITE SCORE DATE. ____ _ 
Please Indicate how each of the following statements relate to the 
student using this scale. 
1. This is hardly ever true of the student 
2. This is occasionally true of the student 
3. This ls very often true of the student 
_____ 1. Academic work 1-2 years in advance of the class. 
_____ 2. Ask many penetrating questions, wants to know the 
causes and reasons for things. 
----- 3. Quick to recognize relationships and understand 
meaning. 
_____ 4. Tendency to figure out what ls wrong with activity 
and figure out better way to do it. 
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_____ 5. Tendency to give refreshing twists even to old 
Ideas. 
_____ 6. Is recognized by other students as being smart. 
_____ 7. Can rete l l stories. 
----- 8. Has rapid Insight into cause-effect relationships; 
tries to discover the how and why of things; asks many provocative 
questions Cas distinguished from informational or factual 
questions); wants to know what makes things (or people) "tick". 
_____ 9. Has a ready grasp of underlying principles and can 
quickly make valid generalizations about events, people, or 
things; looks for similarities and differences in events, people, 
and things. 
10. Is a keen and alert observer; usually "sees more" 
or "gets more" out of a story, film, etc. than others. 
11. Reads a great deal on his own; usually prefers 
adult level books, does not avoid difficult material; may show a 
preference for biography, autobiography, encyclopedias, and 
atlases. 
12. Does not avoid problems because they are complex. 
Appendix D 
TEACHER OBSERVATION FORM 
4-8 
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STUDENT'S NAME. ____________ CLASS. _____ _ 
COMPOSITE SCORE DATE. _____ _ 
Please indicate how each of the following statements relate to the 
student using this scale. 
1. This ls hardly ever true of the student 
2. This is occasionally true of the student 
3. This ls very often true of the student 
1. Academic work 1 to 2 years In advance of his class. 
_______ 2. Asks many penetrating questions, wants to know the 
causes and reasons for things. 
_______ 3. Quick to recognize relationships and understand 
meaning. 
_______ 4. Tendency to give refreshing twists even to old 
ideas. 
________ 5. Tendency to figure out what ls wrong with an 
activity and figures out a better way to do it. 
________ 6. Is recognized by other students as being smart. 
_______ 7. Has unusually advanced vocabulary for age or grade 
level; uses terms in a meaningful way; has verbal behavior 
characterized by "richness" of expression, elaboration, and 
fluency. 
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~~~~ 8. Possesses a large storehouse of information about a 
variety of topics <beyond the usual Interest of youngsters their 
age). 
~~~~ 
9. Has quick mastery and recall of factual information. 
~~~~ 10. Has a ready grasp of underlying principles and can 
quickly make valid generalizations about events, people, or 
things. 
11. Is a keen and alert observer; usually "sees more• 
or "gets more 11 out of story, film, etc. than others. 
~~~~ 12. Tries to understand complicated material by 
separating it into its respective parts; reasons out things; sees 
logical and common sense answers. 
Appendix D 
Teacher Observation Form 
9-12 
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STUDENT'S NAME ____________ CLASS ____ _ 
COMPOSITE SCORE DATE ____ _ 
Please indicate how each of the following statements relate to the 
student using this scale. 
1. This ls hardly ever true of the student 
2. This is occasionally true of the student 
3. This is very of ten true of the student 
1. Academic work 1 to 2 years ln advance of his class 
___ 2. Asks many penetrating questions, wants to know the 
causes and reasons for things. 
___ 3. Quick to recognize relationships and understand 
meanings. 
___ 4. Tendency to f lgure out what ls wrong with activity and 
figure out a better way to do it. 
___ 5. Tendency to give refreshing twists even to old ideas. 
___ 6. Is recognized by other students as being smart. 
___ 7. Has unusually advanced vocabulary for age or grade 
level; uses terms in a meaningful way; has verbal behavior 
characterized by 11 rlchness 11 of expression, elaboration, and 
f l':_Jency. 
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___ 8. Possesses a large storehouse of information about a 
variety of topics (beyond the usual interest of youngsters his 
age). 
___ 9. Has a quick mastery and recall of factual information. 
___ 10. Has a ready grasp of underlying principles and can 
quickly make a valid generalization about events, people, or 
things; looks for similarities and differences in events, people, 
and things. 
___ 11. Is a keen and alert observer; usually 11 sees more• or 
0 gets more" out of a story, film, etc. than others. 
12. Tries to understand complicated material by 
separating it into its respective parts; reasons things out for 
himself; sees logical and common sense answers. 
13. Has the capacity to use knowledge and information 
other than to memorize, store, and recall. Seeks new associations 
among items of information, combines elements of materials or 
knowledge ln a unique fashion. 
14. Is a good elaborator. Continually adds to ideas, 
responses or solutions. 
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. SELF NOMINATION FORM 
: the area(s) in which you think you have special abilities or talents and tell why you think you have 
1bilities or talents in these areas. · 
AREAS 
____ General Intellectual Ability Art 
____ Math Music 
____ Science Drama 
____ Social Studies Dance 
____ Language Arts Creativity ___ _ 
____ Reading Leadership ___ _ 
e supporting evidence describing projects or activities with which you have been involved, books 
'read or any other experiences you have had to support the areas which you've checked above. 
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NOMINATION FORM FOR THE REVOLVING DOOR PRO.GRAM 
1. Student---------------~ Teacher ____________ ~ 
2. Date of Referral ___ School-----------------------
3. Grade----------------- Date of Birth -----------





5. Parent Nomination (Check if appropriate): ----
6. SRBCSS Scale Total -------'-'1.'--_____ 2._____ ---'-3.._. _____ 4.,;..o. __ 
7. Why do you think this student should be included in the Talent Pool? (You may wish to list exampl 
projects, creative endeavors, etc.) 
INTERESTS .. , 
Please indicate the areas of interest that the student has displayed in your class this year. If you've nc 
specific topics (interest in dinosaurs, computers, etc.), please note this in the column entitled "Oihe 
HIGH AVERAGE LOW HIGH AVERAGE 
Fine Arts/Crafts Music 
Science Drama 
Creative Writin~ Mathematics 
Social Studies Language Arts 
-
Psychomotor Other 
CURRICULAR STRENGTH AREAS . . 
Please indicate the curricular areas in which the student has demonstrated proficiency and could ~ 
considered for curriculum compacting. 
Language Arts 
Science -----
Mathematics __ _ 
Social Science _ 








Check the following.items as best describes your child as you see him or her. 
Little Some A Great Deal 
1. Is alert beyond his years 
2. Has interests of older children or of adults 
in games and reading. 
3. Stick[~ to a project _he h::is chosen himself 
4. Observes details 
5. Is aware o~_E_l'."P.2lem_s _o_t_l_1e_r_s_o_f_t_e_n_d_o_n_o_t_s_e_e __________________ _ 
6. Uses. unique anti unusual ways of solving problems 
7. Wants to know how and why 
8. Likes to pretend 
9. Asks a lot of questions about a variety of 
sub'ects 
10. Enjoys and responds to beauty 
11. Is able to plan and organize activities 
12. Often finds and corrects own mistakes 
13. Makes up stories and has ideas that are uni ue 
14. Has a wide range of interests 
15. Recognized words or could read before formal 
instruction 
16. Influences others through persuasion 
17. Sets high standards for self 
18. Does not avoid problems because they are 
com lex 
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PARENT INVENTORY (cont'd) 
special talents or skills do you think your child has? 
icribe any ability exhibited by your child in his preschool development 
Leh you believe is not in evidence in other children at that age. 
t other things would you like us to know that would assist us in plan-
g a program for your child? 
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NOMINATION FORM FOR THE REVOLVING DOOR PROGRAM 
1. Student ________________ Teacher ____________ ~ 
2. Date of Referral ___ School ------------------------
3. Grade -----------------Date of Birth -----------
' 4. Average Grades for Current School Year 
Language Arts ____ _ 
Social Studies ____ _ 
Arithmetic -------
Science --------
5. Parent Nomination (Check if appropriate): ___ _ 
6. SRBCSS Scale Total _______ 1.______ 2_. ______ 3~·-------'4..:..... _ 
7. Why do you think this student should be included in the Talent Pool? {You may wish to list exampl 
projects, creative endeavors, etc.} 
INTERESTS 
Please indicate the areas of interest that the student has displayed in your class this year. If you've nc 
specific topics (interest in dinosaurs, computers, etc.). please note this in the column entitled "Othe 
HIGH AVERAGE LOW HIGH AVERAGE 
Fine Arts/Crafts Music 
Science Drama 
Creative Writing Mathematics 
-
Social Studies Language Arts 
Psycho motor Other 
CURRICULAR STRENGTH AREAS . . 
Please indicate the curricular areas in. which the student has demonstrated proficiency and could ~ 
considered for curriculum compacting. 
Language Arts Mathematics __ _ 
Science ____ _ Social Science 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of. Superior Students 
Joseph S. Renzulli/ Linda II. Smith I Alan J. White /Carolyn M. Callahan I Robert K. Hartman 
Name 
School 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child? 
Part I: Learning Characteristics 
1. Has unusually advanced vocabulary for age or grade level; uses 
terms in a meaningful way; has verbal behavior characterized 
by "richness" of expression, elaboration, and fluency. 
2. Possesses a large storehouse of information about a variety of 
topics <beyond the usual interests of youngsters his age>. 
3. Has quick mastery and recall of factual information. 
4. Has rapid insight into cause-effect relationships; tries to 
discover the how and wily uf things; asks many provocative 
questions <as distinct from informational or factual questions); 
wants to know what makes things (or peoplel "tick." 
5. Has a ready grasp of underlying principles and can quickly 
make valid generalizations about events, people, or things; 
looks for similarities and differences in events, people, and 
things. 
6. Is a keen and alert observer; usually "sees more" or "gets 
more" out of a story, film, etc. than others. 
7. Reads a great deal on his own; usually prefers adult level 
books; does not avoid difficult material; may show a preference 
for biography, autobiography, encyclopedias, and atlases; 
8. Tries to understand complicated material by separating it into 
its respective parts; reasons things out for himself; sees logical 
and common sense answers. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
Add Weighted Column Totals 
Grade 
fl 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of. Superior Students 
Joseph S. Renzulli/ Linda H. Smith I Alan J. White /Carolyn M. Callahan /Robert K. Hartman 
Name Date 
School Grade Age 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child? Months. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~'11 ~ ~ ~ ii -~ .:s; ~ ~ t; ~ ~ 0 
Part I: Learning Characteristics 
1. Has unusually advanced vocabulary for age or grade level; uses 
terms in a meaningful way; has verbal behavior characterized 
by "richness" of expression, elaboration, and fluency. 
2. Possesses a large storehouse of information about a variety of 
topics !beyond the usual interests of youngsters his age>. 
3. Has quick mastery and recall of factual information. 
4. Has rapid insight into cause-effect relationships; tries to 
discover the how and why uf things; asks many provocative 
questions <as distinct from informational or factual questions); 
wants to know what makes things (or people> "tick." 
5. Has a ready grasp of underlying principles and can quickly 
make valid generalizations about events, people, or things; 
looks for similarities and differences in events, people, and 
things. 
6. Is a keen and alert observer; usually "sees more" or "gets 
more" out of a story, film, etc. than others. 
7. Reads a great deal on his own; usually prefers adult level 
books; does not avoid difficult material; may show a preference 
for biography, autobiography, encyclopedias, and atlases; 
8. Tries to understand complicated material by separating it into 
its respective parts; reasons things out for himself; sees logical 
and common sense answers. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 
.·• 
Joseph S. Renzulli I Linda H. Smith I Alan J. White I Carolyn M. Callahan /Robert K. Hartman 
Name 
School 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child? 
Part II: Motivational Characteristics 
1. Becomes absorbed and truly involved in certain topics or 
problems; is persistent in seeking task completion. m is 
sometimes difficult to get him to move on to another topic.) 
2. Is easily bored with routine tasks. 
3. Needs little external motivation to follow through in work that 
initially excites him. 
4. Strives toward perfection; is self critical; is not easily satisfied 
with his own speed or products. 
5. Prefers to work independently; requires little direction from 
teachers. 
6. ls interested in many "adult" problems such as religion, 
politics, sex, race - more than usual for age level. 
7. Often is self assertive <sometimes even aggressive); stubborn 
in his beliefs. 
8. Likes to organize and bring structure to things, people, and 
situations. 
9. ls quite concerned with right and wrong, good and bad; often 
evaluates and passes judgment on events, people, and things. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
Add Weighted Column Totals 
Grade 
fl 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 
JosephS. Renzulli/ Linda H. Smith/ Alan J. While/ Carolyn M. Callahan/ Robert K. Hartman 
Name 
School 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child? 
Part iII: Creativity Characteristics 
1. Displays a great deal of curiosity about many things; is con-
stantly asking questions about anything and everything. 
2. Generates a large number of ideas or solutions to problems and 
questions; often offers unusual · ("way out"), unique, clever 
responses. 
3. ls uninhibited in expressions of opinion; is sometimes radical 
and spirited in disagreement; is tenacious. 
4. Is a high risk taker; is adventurous and speculative. 
5. Displays a good deal of intellectual playfulness; fantasizes; 
imagines ("I wonder what would happen if ... "); manipulates 
ideas (i.e., changes, elaborates upon them>; is often concerned 
wilh adapting, improving and modifying institutions, objects, 
and systems. 
6. Displays a keep sense of humor and sees humor in situations 
that may not appear to be humorous to others. 
7. Is unusually aware of his impulses and more open to the 
irrational in himself (freer expression of feminine interest for 
boys, greater than usual amount of independence for girls); 
shows emotional sensitivity. 
8. Is sensitive to beauty; attends to aesthetic characteristics of 
things. 
9. Nonconforming; accepts disorder; is not interested in details; is 
individualistic; does not fear being different. 
10. Criticizes constructively; is unwilling to accept authoritarian 
pronouncements without critical examination. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
Add Weighted Column Totals 
Total 
Grade 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 
.·· 
Joseph S. Renzulli I Linda H. Smith/ Alan J. White I Carolyn M. Callahan I Robert K. Hartman 
Name 
School 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child? 
Part IV: Leadership Characteristics 
1. Carries responsibility well: -can be counted on to do what he has 
promised and usually does it well. 
2. Is self confident with children his own age as well as adults; 
seems comfortable when asked to show his work lo the class. 
3. Seems to be well liked by his classmates. 
4. ls cooperative with tea"cher and classmates; tends to avoid 
bickering and is generally easy to get along with. 
5. Can express himself well: has good verbal facility and is usually 
well understood. 
6. Adapts readily lo new situa lions; is flexible in thought and 
action and does not seem disturbed when the normal routine is 
changed. · 
7.Seems lo enjoy l,>eing around other people; is sociable and 
prefers not to be alone. 
8. Tends to dominate others when they are around; generally 
directs the activity in which he is involved. 
9. Participates in most social activities connected with the schoo.l; 
can be counted on lo be there if anyone is. 
10. Excels in atWelic activities; is well coordinated and enjoys all 
sorts of athletic games. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of. Superior Students 
Joseph S. Renzulli I Linda H. Smith I Alan J. White /Carolyn M. Callahan I Robert K. Hartman 
Name 
School 
Teacher or per!?<m completing this form 
How long have you known the child? 
Part V: Artistic Characteristics 
1. Likes to participate in art activities; is eager to visually express 
ideas. 
2. Incorporates a large number or elements into art work; varies 
the subject and content or art work. 
3. Arrives at unique, unconventional solutions to artistic problems 
as opposed to traditiol)al, conventional ones. 
4. Conc;mtrates loi· iong periods or time on art projects. 
5. Willingly tries out different media; experiments with a variety 
of materials and techniques. 
6. Tends to select art media for Cree activity or classroom 
projects. 
7. ls particularly sensitive to the environment; is a keen observer 
-sees the unusual, what may be overlooked by others. 
8. Produces balance and order in art work. 
9. ls critical.of own work; sets high standards or quality; often 
reworks creation in order to refine it. 
10.Shows an interest in other student's work - spends time 
studying and discussing their work. 
11. Elaborates on ideas Crom other people - uses them as a 
"jumping off point" as opposed to copying them. 
.Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
Add Weighted Column Totals 
Total 
Grade 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 
Joseph S. Renzulli I Linda H. Smith I Alan J. White I Carolyn M. Callahan I Robert K. Hartman 
Name Date 
School Grade Age 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child? Months. 
§- ~ ~ :r'll ~ ~ ~ §! ·~ ,§ ~ i; ~ -~ ~ q;-; ~ i1 & 
....,t!:! 
Part VI. Musical Characteristics 
1. Shows a sustained interest in music - seeks out opportunities to 
hear and create inusic. 
2. Perceives fine differences in musical tone (pitch, loudness, 
timbre, dura lion.) 
3. Easily remembers melodies and can produce them accurately. 
4. Eagerly participates In musical activities. 
5. Plays a musical instrument <or indicates a strong desire to). 
6. ls sensitive to the rhythm of the music; responds through body 
movements to changes in the tempo of the music. 
7. ls aware of and can identily a variety of sounds heard at a given 
moment - is sensitive to ''background" noises, to chords that 
accompany a melody, to the different sounds of singers or in-
strumentalists in a performance. 
Add Column Tola! 
Multiply by Weight 
Add Weighted Column Totals 
Total 
'5 ~ 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 
Joseph S. Renzulli I Linda H. Smith I Alan J. White I Carolyn M. Callahan I Robert K. Hartman 
Name Date 
School Grade Age 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child?. Months. 
~ ~ !: ~,,, ~ ~ 
.cf if §1 
.:;' 
·°J? &' ~ t; ~ f 
Part VII: Dramatics Characteristics 
1. Volunteers to participate in classroom plays or skits. 
2. Easily tells a story or gives an account of some experience. 
3. Effectively uses gestures and facial expressions to com-
municate feelings. 
4. ls adept at role-playing, improvising, acting out situations· "on 
the spot." 
5. Can readily identUy himself with the moods and motivations of 
characters. 
6. Handles body with ease and poise for his particular age. 
7. Creates original plays or makes up plays from stories. 
8. Commands and holds the attention of a group when speaking. 
9. Is able to evoke emotional responses from listeners - can get 
people to laugh, to frown, to feel tense, etc. 
10. Can imitate others - is able to mimic the way people speak, 
walk, gesture. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
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·Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of S1:-1perior Students 
Joseph S. Renzulli/Linda II. Smith/ Alan J. White/Carolyn M. Callaha~/Robert K. Hartman 
Name 
School 
Teacher or person completing this form 
llow long have you known the child? 
Part VIII: Communication Characteristics - Precision 
1. Speaks and writes directly and to the point. 
2. Modifies and adjusts expression of ideas for maximum 
reception. 
3. Is able to revise and edit In a way which is concise, yet retains 
essential ideas. 
4. Explains things precisely and clearly. 
5. Uses descriptive w~rds to add color, emotion, and beauty. 
6. Expresses thoughts and needs clearly and concisely. 
7. Can find various ways of expressing ideas so others will un-
derstand. 
8. Can describe things in a few very appropriate words. 
9. Is able lo express fine shades of meaning by use of a large stock 
of synonyms. 
10. ls able lo express ideas in a variety of alternate ways. 
11. Knows and can use many words closely related In meaning. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
Add Weighted Column Totals 
Grade 
S' 
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Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 
JosephS. Renzulli/Linda II.Smith/ AlanJ. While/Carolyn M. Callahan/Robert K. Hartman 
Name Date 
School Grade Age 
Teacher or person completing this Corm 
How long have you known the child? Months. 
~ ~ ~ ~"" g ~ ~ !!? ti 
-§ {;- ·~ -~ & ~ ~ ! ~ 
.....,E:' 
Part X: Planning Characteristics 
1. Determines what information or resources are necessary for 
accomplishing a task. 
2. Grasps the relationship of individual steps to the whole process. 
3. Allows time to execute all steps involved in a process. 
4. Foresees consequences or effects of actions. 
5. Organizes his or her work well. 
6. Takes into account the details necessary to accomplish a goal. 
7 .. Is good at games of strategy where it is necessary to anticipate 
several moves ahead. 
8. Recognizes the various alternative methods for accomplishing a 
goal. 
9. Can pinpoint where areas of difficulty might arise in a 
procedure or activity. 
10. Arranges steps of a project in a sensible order or time sequence. 
11. Is good at breaking down an activity into step by step 
procedures. 
12. Establishes priorities when organizing activities. 
13.Shows awareness of limitations relating to time, space, 
materials, and abilities when working on group or individual 
projects. 
14. Can provide details that contribute to the development of a plan 
or procedure. 
15. Sees alternative ways to distribute work or assign people to 
accomplish a task. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
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Scales for RatiRg the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 
Joseph S. Renzulli /Linda H. Smith/ Alan J. White I Carolyn M. Callahan/ Robert K. Hartman 
Name Date 
School Grade Age 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child? Months. 
~ ~ !: ~ ~'11 ~ qr; S' ti ·~ ·~ & ~ iJ ! ~.:. ~ 
Part IX. Communication Characteristics - Expressiveness 
l. Uses voice expressively to convey or enhance meaning. 
2. Conveys information non-verbally through gestures, facial 
expressions, and "body language." 
3. Is an interesting storyteller. 
4. Uses colorful and imaginative figures of speech such as puns 
and analogies. 
Add Column Total 
Multiply by Weight 
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Summary Sheet 
.• 
Scales for Rating the Behavioral Characteristics of Superior Students 
JosephS. Renzulli/Lindall. SmiUl/ AlanJ. While/Carolyn M. Callahan /Robert K. Hartman 
Name Date 
School Grade Age 
Teacher or person completing this form 
How long have you known the child? Months. 
Directions. These scales are designed to obtain teacher estimates of a student's characteristics in the areas of learning, motivation, 
creativity, leadership, art, music, drama, communication and planning. The items are derived Crom the research literature dealing with 
characteristics of girted and creative persons. It should be pointed out that a considerable amount of individual differences can be found 
wiU1i011 lhis population; and therefore, the proriles are likely lo vary a great deal. Each item in the scales should be considered separately 
and should reflect the degree to which you have observed the presence or absence of each characteristic. Since the IO dimensions' or the 
instrument represent relatively different sets or behaviors, lhe scores obtained from the separate scales should nol be summed to yield 
a total score. Please read the statements carefully and place an X in the appropriate place according to lhe following scale or values: 
1. IC you have seldom or never observed this characteristic. 
2. If you have observed this characteristic occasionally. 
3. IC you have observed this characteristic to a considerable degree. 
4. if you have observed this characteristic almost all of the lime. 
Space has been provided following each item for your comments. 
Scoring. Separate scores for each of the ten dimensions may be obtained as follows: 
- Add the Lola) number of X's in each column to obtain the "Column Total." 
- l\lultiply the Column Total by the "Weight" for each column to obtain Uie "Weighted Column Total." 
- Sum the Weighted Column Totals across to obtain the "Score" for each dimension of the scale. 
- Enter Uie Scores below. 
Learning Characteristics .............. , : ...................... -----
11 Motivational Characteristics ................................... -----
III Creativity Characteristics ..................................... -----
IV Leadership Characteristics .................................... -----
V Artistic Characteristics ........................................ -----
VI Musical,Ch<!racteristics ........................................ -----
VII Dramatics Characteristics ..................................... -----
VIII Communication Characteristics - Precision ................... -----
IX Communication Characteristics - Expressiveness ............. -----
X Planning Characteristics ............... , ...................... -----
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Amendment 
Windsor Community #1 Comprehensive Gifted Plan 
Contact Person: Sharon Keck 
808 Wisconsin 
Windsor, Illinois 61957 
217-459-2766 
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Philosophy Statement 
The Windsor Community Unit #1 has adopted the following philosophy 
statement: 
Windsor schools recognizes that every person has a unique 
contribution to make to society. Thus, the purpose of the 
general educational program is to discover the particular 
fields in which one might best succeed and to provide an 
opportunity for that success. In keeping with such a policy 
of recognition and development of individual differences, it 
should be the purpose of a special educational program for 
the gifted/talented to provide differentiated educational 
experiences for those who have the capacity for excellence. 
Excellence rather than being arbitrarily limited to some 
percentage of the population, was assumed to be displayed in 
varying degrees in various areas by all people. Programs 
for the recognition and development of excellence within 
each of these areas should be limited only by the very real 
constraints of time and resources. 
Identification Process 
Students may be identified by various means. Those means consist 
of test scores, teacher nomination, parent nomination, portfolio 
of work, previous accomplishments. Each student will be placed Jn 
a candidates/ pool lf the student scores 90% or better. These 
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students' names will then be sent to the teachers. Teachers may 
add students by filling out teacher nomination forms. Parents may 
nominate students by filling out parent nomination forms. All 
important data will then be placed in a child's folder including 
Renzulli's Scale for Rating Behavior Characteristics of Superior 
Students. The gifted committee will evaluate the data and make 
recommendations for placing students in the gifted program 
Students who qualify for the program will have a letter sent to 
their parents telling them they are eligible for the program. 
The exit process wlll involve a conference between the teacher, 
student, gifted coordinator, parent, and anyone else with 
information that would be helpful. At this conference, It will be 
decided if the student should remain in the program or be dropped. 
The identification process will be Included in the student 
handbook. 
Estimation of Students to be served, <Based on Students in 1989-90 
Schoo 1 Year) , numbers would vary with different years 
L.A Math Sci. S.S. Arts Ph. De. & He. 
Kindergarten--- 4 4 4 4 2 0 
First Grade--- 5 5 5 5 2 0 
Second Grade--- 4 4 4 4 1 0 
Third Grade--- 4 4 4 4 3 0 
Fourth Grade--- 6 6 6 6 1 0 
Fifth Grade--- 5 5 5 5 3 0 
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Sixth Grade--- 5 5 5 5 1 0 
Seventh Grade 2 2 2 2 2 1 
Eighth Grade 6 6 2 2 1 0 
Ninth Grade 4 4 2 2 1 0 
Tenth Grade 5 5 2 2 1 1 
Eleventh Grade 4 4 3 2 1 1 
Twelfth Grade 3 3 3 3 1 0 
Total Unduplicated 52 
Total Duplicated 230 
Program Design 
Being a small rural district, we feel that we could best 
serve our gifted students by training all teachers in gifted 
education. The main focus of our program would be 
enrichment within the classroom. This enrichment would be 
offered in the areas of Language Arts, Math, Science, and 
The students would have basic material compacted so as to 
provide time for enrichment activities. The enrichment 
Social Studies. Activities would stress higher level 
thinking skills. These enrichment activities will include 
learning centers and independent projects based on work at 
that grade level. Students would also use the computers for 
independent math and reading activities as well as 
additional work in science and social studies. Students 
would be able to select activities of interest to them to 
explore at a greater depth through varied projects and 
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activities. At the present time we have a pullout program 
supplemented in the classroom. We would continue the 
pullout program until such time as we would have in-service 
complete for all our teachers. We would continue to offer 
Summer College for Kids in association with LakeLand 
Community College as an alternative for summer education for 
our gifted students. If funding permits, we would like to 
also include some after school activities during the regular 
school year. In the area of fine arts students would be 
encouraged in art through a mentor program. In the field of 
music the students have classroom instructions in grades 
K-6. Students found to be talented in this area have 
opportunity to have special parts in musical productions. 
Students participate ln band after the fourth grade and are 
able to participate in contests. Art ls offered to these 
students at the 7-12 grade levels. At the Windsor 
Junior-Senior High School, students will participate in 
scholastic bowl as an after school activity. Students also 
participate in such activities as spelling bees, ecology 
day, and science fairs. Physical Education is provided 
through a sports program which included basketball, track, 
basketbal 1, volleyball, baseball and softball. Cluster 
grouping would be utilized to achieve an enrichment program 
for our students in junior-Senior High level. Advanced 
placement will be utilized in the science and math field. 
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Students would also be directed to community resources to 
enrich their talents in an after school situation. 
Personnel 
Community Unit #1 feels that all teachers should be involved 
in gifted education. All regular classroom teachers would 
be trained In gifted education. Thls would enable all 
teachers to be able to better meet the needs of the gifted 
child. Administrators must also be trained in gifted 
education to provide support to the teachers working with 
gifted students. The guidance counselor would be available 
to work with these students and to help see that they are 
aware of educational opportunities available outside of 
school. A 1/2 time gifted coordinator would be used to help 
regular classroom teachers make plans for their gifted 
students and to provide materials to be used with these 
students. 
Staff Development 
The staff development and program implementation would cover 
a 5 year period of time. The staff development 
opportunities would be linked to our regular staff 
development plans and would be included as part of our 
district's staff development goals. Any regular teacher 
who has not had level one gifted training would receive 
level one training. During the f lrst year we would also look 
at the Math curriculum and implement changes in that 
curriculum to address the needs of the gifted. Staff 
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development in the math area will be utilized in the first 
year. In the second year of operation, we will look at the 
language arts curriculum In the same manner. In the third 
year we would address science. In the fourth year we would 
address social studies. In the final year we would address 
physical development and fine arts. This procedure continue 
to used at least every five years each fundamental area 
would be evaluated. This would enable us to have continued 
evaluation and a continued staff development plan. 
Evaluation Procedures 
Students would be evaluated to see if they are using the 
program designed for them. Students achievement will be 
looked at from the achievement test. We would seek 
parents, students, teacher, and administrators input on an 
evaluation questionnaire each spring. Modif lcatlon to the 
plans would be based on the Information we receive. 
Appendix I 
Windsor Community # 1 
Gifted Comprehensive Plan 
To Whom It May Concern: 
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The following Gifted Comprehensive Plan ls being submitted. 
It will be approved by the Windsor Community Board of 
Education on January 10, 1990. 
Superintendent 
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